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Now the summer is over, so too are the endless magazine specials on where our favourite celebrities have

been holidaying this year. In recent survey of 2000 holidaymakers, Holiday Hypermarket has revealed some

surprising statistics on just how influential celebrities are when it comes to choosing your holiday

destination…



According to the findings, one in four adults admitted to having an interest in the holiday habits of the

rich and famous, with 80%  of those stating that they had actually booked a destination based on a

celebrity they liked having been there. Those most influenced had even gone as far as spending extra

money on their holidays in order to head to a popular celebrity hotspot.



Perhaps surprisingly, the survey (https://www.holidayhypermarket.co.uk/hype/celebrity-holidays-cares)

showed it’s often men who are most influenced by the star-struck media, with the research showing they

are almost twice as likely to blow the bank on a celeb-chasing holiday as their female counterparts.



Holiday Hypermarket’s Ian Crawford said “The stars of shows like TOWIE and Made In Chelsea are

bringing people’s attention to destinations like Marbella and Ibiza, and the availability of affordable

package holidays in these areas means holidaymakers can recreate paparazzi moments with the chance of

rubbing shoulders with their favourite celebrity.”



One in five adults surveyed claimed to have actually met a celebrity during their holidays, with many

saying they’d had their fan-moments in Ibiza, Marbella’s Puerto Banus and a host of glamorous Italian

destinations.



Celebrity culture was most likely to influence the under-35s, a demographic where more than one in three

respondents said that celebrity holidays were of interest to them, but the over-35s weren’t far behind

- with one in five keen to keep up with the latest destinations of choice.



“Photos of footballers clubbing in Ibiza and pop stars stepping out for dinner in Milan are everyday

fare in the press,” Crawford went on to say, “and whether people are travelling in the hope of

meeting celebrities or simply with the aim of mimicking their style, it can only be good news for

tourism.”



Interestingly, those living in London were the most celeb-hungry in the UK, being three times more likely

to keep up with celebrities – and to splash out on copycat holidays – than any other area. Scotland

and Wales showed the least interest, with fewer than 10% of respondents admitting to an interest in

celebrity life.



Notes to Editor: For more information or further comment, contact Natalie Stubbs via natalie@ad-rank.com
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